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This Book covers the main aspects of the fabulous and dangerous world of -â€œThe Deep Dark

Webâ€• . We are just two cyber specialists Pierluigi Paganini & Richard -gAtO- Amores, with one

passion and two souls we wanted to explain the inner working of the deep dark web. We have had a

long collaboration in this efforts to document our findings we made infiltrations into the dark places

inaccessible to many to give a you the reader a clear vision on the major mystery of the dark hidden

web that exist today in the Tor Onion network.. The Web, the Internet, mobile cell devices and social

networking has become commonly used words that identify technological components of daily

Internet userâ€™s experience in the cyberspace. But how much do we really know about

cyberspace? Very, very little, Google / Yahoo / Bing only show us 20% of the Internet the other 80%

is hidden to the average user unless you know were to look. The other 80% of the Internet is what

this book is about the â€œDeep Dark Webâ€•, three words with millions of interpretations, mysterious

place on the web, the representation of the hell in the cyberspace but also the last opportunity to

preserve freedom of expression from censorship. Authorities and corporation try to discourage the

use of this untapped space because they donâ€™t control it. We the people of the free world control

this network of Tor -Onion Routers by volunteer around the world. The Deep Dark Web seems to be

full of crooks and cyber criminals, it is the hackerâ€™s paradise, where there are no rule, no law, no

identity in what is considered the reign of anonymity, but this is also the reason why many

persecuted find refuge and have the opportunity to shout to the world their inconvenient truths.The

Deep Dark Web is a crowded space with no references but in reality it is a mine of information

unimaginable, a labyrinth of knowledge in the book we will try to take you by the hand to avoid the

traps and pitfalls hopefully illuminating your path in the dark.Cybercrime, hacktivism, intelligence,

cyber warfare are all pieces of this complex puzzle in which we will try to make order, donâ€™t

forget that the Deep Dark Web has unbelievable opportunity for business and governments, it

represents the largest on-line market where it is possible to sell and acquire everything, and dear

reader where there is $money$ you will find also banking, financial speculators and many other

sharks.Do you believe that making money in Deep Web is just a criminal prerogative? Wrong, the

authors show you how things works in the hidden economy and which are the future perspectives of

is digital currency, the Bitcoin.This manuscript proposes both faces of the subject, it illustrates the

risks but also legitimate use of anonymizing networks such as TOR adopted by journalist to send file

reports before governments agents censored his work .Here are some question we may answers

to:How many person know about the cyber criminals and their ecosystem in the deep web? How

many have provided information on the financial systems behind the â€œdirty affairsâ€•? How the



law enforcement and governments use Dark Web?Letâ€™s hold your breath and start the trip in the

abyss of knowledge to find answers to the above questions. We hope that with this book you can

learn something new about - The Deep Dark Web.
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I review a lot of technical books and get a lot of advanced manuscripts that aren't corrected, but this

is a finished product? The glaring errors begin as early as the 2nd paragraph in the forward, and

only get worse through the book. The author admits he started writing it as a joke, and I believe it.

There are some sentences that have grammar that is SO off, it causes factual errors in the technical

content.Parts of the book seem to be taken directly off the TOR project website, the place that

would be much better to go to for information than this book. There are links in the book that look so

official, but if you click them, you realize you are on one of the author's own websites.There's

technical inaccuracy throughout the book, interspersed with credible links to news stories about this

or that, which are interesting, and seem to be there to prove some point, but don't. There's



consistent confusion in terminology, even in the use of the main topic - deep web vrs Darknet. One

would do much better to just go to Wikipedia for information on these topics- you'd find it would be

much more accurate on any given day.There is a lot of confusion over darknets- to the point I can't

tell if the author just maybe confused himself or if his English was really just that bad- and it is bad,

one can tell the author is not a native English speaker...which brings me to my biggest concern-

some of the information in this book is so selectively incomplete, that it concerns me that it could get

a foreign activist or potential whistleblower in trouble should they use this as any sort of authoritative

guide on staying anonymous.
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